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ABSTRACT 
The societies' human aren’t existed in shape of tribal as in law. Also the tribal life controlled 
like other social human’s life according to specified criteria and principles which were 
respected members of clan. The human of clan or in smaller societies of be for that were 
forward tribal life in history of human is society and it’s beast on law and doctrine. Public 
arrangement was made, they continue life. In this societies often was shaped as rules just if 
way supplied to national requirements and tribal people and , it was supplied public 
sources or was regarded public laws , if didn’t comprise in the other tribes. But the 
proceeding disparity of resolution has existed at a lot of primary systematic of society. In 
this smaller societies such as leg is lotions sometimes imprimatur participation of 
individual member at village or tribe the climes and protests of people propounded for 
unsuitable sources and condition of life and in presence All of residents look in to this 
problems at village. How so ever, in some cases of feudatory or boss’s village to consider 
privacy problems any person of clan or individual’s as clan. But in any cases, every village 
or clan was like a political autonomic system with judicial independence of system, so that 
the causes of wars tribal and regional which it often continues in during the several 
generations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Iranian are hereditary old civilization and make history , history of  Iran from ancient try is evidence to kind 

of human life in table land of Iran of long time years. This history refers that wonderful scene is from varietal 

civilization how so ever , the difference tribe and religious but moralities and original justice was based on 

illuminative with the most excellent degree’s mother wit was kind of mankind.Grishman’s professor about 

civilization of Iran at text of a book by the name of (Iran at beginning until Islam) was writes: Iranian were first 

persons who was excellent unity fest otherwise the unity of civilized world was period it, if was based on 

peaceful life at tribe under justice’s flag that were equal also it was related together. The discussion of justice 

and a of two concept. It was part of first principles' life in the period of anciently so leg islislation      

 The discussion of justice and aicffoconpf. if was proof first principles life in the period of ancestry so legs 

isolation wise men is justification of ties word .in fine past. For expel Tab out  justice Iranian by phi name of 

book <<treatise law>> is described:<< aeheamenian ، of kings << dariush >>correct issues be wean people and 

what enter ،big <<korosh>>was put ،he per for minced. Generally،garlic and development rights and laws any 

tribal and nation all. Depends on phi historical development. Also،in the evening of their life and so socialmov 

met intern cause new behaviors in mufferof grail can development reproves ion or law، Carmona land elegant 

man nersofan country pay attention to catechesis modalism phatic on side red majority off times as form 

laureling yours and country government and love orates society and god s catechesis. According to sediment of 

system became more complef.in the period of Parthian had existed erring men and Judy mint s system 

completely and without original judges who is present if capital. They are specified for every city and villages 

around it city ،may stature and judases and special jurors unveil investigate alarms of people. <<low and justice 

in the period of sass and>> we observed a few porancient Iran government and cower Parisian of poem and the 

other governments than Islam in Iran،weunderstoodwiph observation in duration of government pap crowd 

ancient I ran governments generally. They have protected heir. Masteryinpude duringorpilne or<<blue 

moon>>and even thay.developed. Wailed thegovermenp aren't. Tong time than Islam in ihram with observation 

of length opines government cowparablewith aside and Sassanid of govermenps,ap first pimejof Sassanid ،the 

kingisgivenchance forpublicappointment and he appeals toapplicaons of pecan tropisms years .is one of no rife 

gays and the other an October of morph and blah Ares was aware at several before days. If pap prey they have 

words،they going if I ran day. The blazer of castell. Called aloud at Streep In given boar again،plod. <<every 
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manavoides for coming Gnostic so his blood is indebted himself. ((arraign and pro evince of correspond dare 

must be formed،mean while3 imperial-emperorship of I ran،ache Armenian، as acid and Sassanid in during a 

long time and the kind of organizations Iranian: fsocietyand basic family's life on one hand and religious 

commands ،religious receipts look for on the o there hand ((the history or ancient Iran،has an piranha،403page)). 

((Mortise ehteshaml I ran in pried of)) ((a cheamenians|93 page))2 

 It is not necessary for for recognition not put than fat knew<<zoroaster،because the Parthian were treble 

who governed with power and force and cohesion of Iran and there is not pinking and notion at their mind. 

However،there is government, bust Sassanid tried to rebirth Mazda simian come off if which the Parthian lost. 

this subject is right or not soothe first of all،it is necessary which is now mazdaisrn until it granted true and 

false((history of I ran |pirnia|49 page))  ((explanation of Judy emend and concept it))we must say that there is 

retardation of exact legal in long term of ancient I ran and its transferred at bench warrant of judge against their 

relatives and warrant or king as chief justice against princes also its bring in matters hard castigations against 

guys that didn’t record justice at  mint owned،also،appealing is reminded after issuances or order and also،the 

muster or level is best observation or((thud alive))of kings tojudyes ،public appoint mint or ((to hold alive))of 

king too. ((or generation of I ran government and position of judgment it)) So phot the ancient I ran govern 

mints have can troll all power orllgoverment)by king.gelen phone miswritten too:pharsian.people images who a 

Haman is unknown .right so heister elected from the good >>getenphon Koresh teaching |8 page About 

importance of justice narrated by Koresh from his his professor Oldham phat:justice is that is expedient law and 

right or us which is according his religious statement bees on valid law and is according to right <<mortrza r 

Avandia |the way outlaw and courting ran 11 page<<obligation>>and whatever deviates from the right way 

infant its injustice and cruelty judge is ghetto other reporter he remembers who he head remembers the vendetta 

the king.so troop the first rigor angry out of justice at command the king mast reason was charged who he 

watcarefed :perhaps،the king is not rise king mast speared of justice and al truism if any fine .((I  rime.((I ran in 

the preheat of Sassanid fine |Arup cristae than can |403 page))  ((judgemem tam justice in ancient I ran 

governments))cristae can:<<justice had high-honking in ancient I ran and there are enough do cementation in 

the period of ach eamenian which the kings ensure good judges. Iran in period of sassanian |rather cries titan can 

|403 page)).justice of judgment to pace in to consider –satin a let in ancient I ran in the event that the cases of 

harsh exportation .precepts is report aged against king ships dynasty or judgment for judges against his son and 

the recent case is related tone of date Bram. And there was cases of severance powers but we saw kindest 

severance respond sable against own king as meaning or that forayed the other or police head –quarters of head 

talked politics b responsible and department Reginald command or solders how and responsible militating or 

fairs and ad wake of bounding sop her person had tackled to gather taxes.in reap ،there was responsible gyratory 

in centered country with king s own atlas ،and pravines.with  cheerer police head –quarters .mean while 

responsible. Per romance of more curators –rain and also allow people had these right judgments ،the own king 

appealed as cheer justice. The importance of justice at ancient I ran from potreligios view. 

 The justice affaires and judgment is given period of Zoroastrian specially and be heat torment or people it is 

giver for judges who didn’t regard justice judgment،forenmple،this part of behest's are ((delayer .aflame)) which 

is define :((then I saw spiritual)) man who killed his child and eat his brain)) and they asked::<<this 

personcommited sins how does endure his spiritual hard torture? <<so rush halo and afar ide)) told this is 

spiritual judge mint and juror is that was judge and do judgment jut his judo genet was lie between people ((he 

hiding jays tice of judgment)) he didn’t regarded with loving kindness and equally or correct judgment 

topeppioers and prisoner if bar but he didn’t pay attention requesters or wishers. Or petitioners (history of Iran 

|has an irnia|248 page)) <<also،if s observed that affairs justice is alter important at the others: religious textual 

Zoroastrian or avgas ta such as((about 3 lead which ………..taught as well)) Ape first s pep hat ،don’t quarrel 

and wrangle and avoids from warmonger. ((The second staff،isotone behavescrruelly and injustice ice ،you 

behave to justice with people. 

 3 )7hen ،third step :also good wife option fan tis the best work .for continua of general ton. This reason is for 

briny child ((mort era ehtesham Iran ،in period of acheamenian ،page)) 

 And also،about five tampers of aero nan،rely goes had man ))and 10&70orders which are all religious 

advisement is connected to gather sue has .wrote(for pre valence religious ،reward good good <،>pains and 

penalties of sinners expressed clearly [zhinphilp|from DaVita phrase 87 page]also ،if s observed that a lot of 

matters or religious Zoroastrian (textual)or avatar about crimes and punishments forexwple ((vend dad is part of 

avgas ta s name which is Saied about commends and led personal life and public and premium and hand torture 

of people deeds and otherwordsor (speech ))<<vend dad ))is part of juridical avatar and reader awarded with 

ardors of precepts ،perseeism Zoroastrianism which apple of daily works. 

 The meaning of vend dad maybe seam that intinstruc ton of avatar ((vidaevadat is meanly if antigoglin 

((zhinu Philip) are divvied phoneme /81page)) the important justice at ancient I ran from point of politic swivel 

and social 
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 In an ananeiont Iran dictates important justice as child is written :parathion child got school for justice anal 

fairness according to what we know،the child us sent to school far teaching literate as while the pharphian child 

deposit far learning justice and fairness as school at (pharms)).((parson))((gezenphon) korosh teaching 8page)) 

 The reason why،Iran people are notice to affairs justice at adulthood seriously. By the name of rock sass 

who his child doom to death because he was committed as in ((morteza ra vandi 1 evolution of low and court in 

I ran /10 page))   

((Curator taxes)) 

A) Mazda ism poxes ((avatar)) 

1) Method of reign (dinar  

2) Bender hash ((band hashed)) 

3) Elections of zed sperm 

4) Prose cutting attorney ((dataset)) 

((Dining)) 

5) Traditions of Pahlavi  

 

B) Curator times and religious laws: 

4) Madigan thousands of prosecuting attiring manikin thousands of prosecuting attiring  

2) Fit and unfit ((shyest and nashayest)) 

3) Traditions of azure tour freight 

4) Tradition of fern bed sores 

5) Tradition of amid 

6) Parses enema 

7) Pastoral (commend) Mariam mirahmadi biology of history of anoint I ran times 168-671 

 Of course ،in period of acheamenian is existed another legalese curator around nations too،that the king 

acheamenian to page attention to this case of functions of nations in following from the laws and customs and 

contentions sown .were placed free and they were from :allover in peril provinces of Iran alike religious matters 

and religious ideas were priced free sojurutory affairs is according to local common par lance and religious laws 

performance any reign ((morteza .eh titan Iran in period of acheamenian 81 page)) 

 

 ((Judges and courts)): 

 Judges in ancient I ran engage in two shapes of formal and in formal judgment work and the shape of 

informal judgment offend fraud 

 Read tackle up trick and elder men families and clan and was judgment of formalize rouastrian priest and 

clerics and jut get about politicescrimes. How sever ،judges can share at this time too: a.)The king as chief 

justice: the king was put top of pyramid judgment of country. 

 

The periodic Sassanid: 

 The great judicature appertain king of king just this idea wasn't suppositional and theoretical there is 

numerous stores that give evidence pf wily justice sassnid of king and if someone don’t ……fain right own self 

.from legal Lou thirties department of justice local. They could laws refferpothe .king and they get his 

request…or ((goal)) ((Arthur an/Iranian period of Sassanid /A05 page)) 

 B)horoastrion priest and Jud ges:Because the society of ancient I ran was religious ideas as true society and 

modalism had important role in idea  s people and accorded to this religious put on the top sovereignty in ling 

time from history of ancient I ran and juridical tents ،service book or religious pants was this religion .they can 

.undress and main role cleric at judgment organization of I ran courts of any reign controlled by one person 

generally .it  was cameral  with justice too   by ((sneak zoom  mask   mask granted certain privileges between 

judges are 10 ،11،12،13،14،75،years educated as science juris prudence commends had .been according to 

different degree of honor each of then. 

 In a to this past it can guess that aloof juridical officiaries who had special positions .they were Zoroastrian 

priest and herbed in the event sometimes harbors as judge mint give prosassannim /405 page)) 

 Also this matter is said about again judges determines between clerics because they went just who had and 

k now led gable curator ((piranha/history of I ran /246 page)) 

 

Zarin cob is written again about this matter: 

 In period of sassanian :<< whatever related to per Forman cee of justice who was in portent role who had 

awarded of religious law and public commends ((zarincob history of I ran/504 page)) 

c) Another judges: 

 -judges urea given over an military to special judge by the name of pastor s Sassanian /405 page))]] 

 D family s judge  
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 The first time the tutored of family was tile religious ceremonies however performance of religion laws 

.was added by means justice his du ties for this reason he calls ((zenoba khte )) 

 The zenobakhte have respected privileges juridical and cleric 

 The bigger measure of social means. 

 Data bra was selected with experience between from tribes group and descendant of king wise patriarchs 

one of selection position religion and honesty deed and virtue and avoidance of bribe taker and ex torsion 

((morteza )ehtesham /Iranian in period of acheamenion /9tpage)) 

 The same names judge had honored worthy of sassanians time and old hand of people and righteous is 

sitting in chair of judgment ((cris tean cen /I ran in period of sassanion 404page)) 

 Of course top was attending all of this point that leader ship was hereditary. From the father to son obtained 

as Judy men and the other post it ions of an client 

 I ran were tour eh Rahim por David)) yasna /33 page. 

 AL's. Is des cribbed that judged were parse ex collusively. in period of redshirt sassanian at barbell. 

 Even so ever it's certain that in period of monarchy acheamenian} kings is noticed more that it time 

described so that avoided .from personal revenges and compose of courts. because it was respected any more 

who Iranian was regarded for justice =court ((ali hojatikermani evolution of judgment in historical difference of 

fime170 page)) Installing judges mentioned to notice upper that as cheap justices by king about de thorn jut gee 

is come too: king ship's judges who was selected from pantheon and own duet do until near death unless as 

result none –exaction of justice….. For and the their court pro cadre to judge ،national laws describes and 

interpreters and whole of matters decides Iran atheist beginning wittily Islam grit man/279 page 
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